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Holocaust Museum Visit Opens the Doors to World History
On March 13th Fast Track Literacy
students attended a cultural and historical
themed field trip to the Melbourne Jewish
Holocaust Museum in Elsternwick.
With students having spent the past 3
weeks studying key historical events
surrounding World War 2 and the Nazi
period the excursion was a great
opportunity for students to connect with
the Jewish experience first hand. After
meeting a Holocaust survivor and
completing a tour of the Holocaust
Museum, students were then taken on a
grand tour of St Kilda’s Acland Street cake
shops . The Fast Track class are highly
commended for their exceptional manners
and maturity shown throughout the
excursion. Following the excursion,
students produced extended ‘Persuasive
Essays’ exploring genocide, political
leadership and the rise of anti-Semitism
and all students demonstrated a high level
of competence in their written
submissions. Well done Fast Trackers.

Year 12 Fast Track
students visited the
Jewish Holocaust
Museum to explore
historical artefacts of
WW2

Vic Police Tackle Cyber Safety
Tech 10 students were given a cyber safety talk as part of a
Victoria Police incursion that took place this month. Read
inside to check out our social media highlights of this event!

Like our Facebook Page:
http://www.facebook.com/
HarvesterTechnicalCollege

Like our Instagram Page:
http/:/Instagram.com/
harvester_technical_college

Harvester Technical College Principal’s Report

HTC Campus Principal’s Report
As Term 1 draws to a close, I want to congratulate our
students across all three year levels and in each of the
trade disciplines for making a very effective start to the
year. I also want to congratulate those students and
families who have supported us in maintaining our high
standards around personal presentation in full uniform,
being well prepared and on time for class and making
the most of every learning opportunity. The year has
commenced in a very productive way, full of rich
classroom and workshop experiences as well as a
broad range of camps and excursions throughout the
term. I am so proud of the efforts of the vast majority of
our students who have fully engaged in all our College
has to offer and who have demonstrated significant
amount if progress in program tasks. As always, I
recommend our current newsletter to you and thank our
parents, guardians, and industry and community friends
for their continuing support of our important work at
Harvester Technical College.
As a forward focused innovative College, we are always
challenging ourselves to provide the most effective
learning environment for our students. More so, than in
previous years, my staff team has sought more effective
responses to the management of communication
devices that our students have access to. In an era of
instant communication through a variety of platforms,
schools find themselves constantly adjusting to the
ways students communicate using mobile technology.
We have certainly appreciated the support of families in
assisting us apply even handed, appropriate policies
and procedures in managing use of mobile phones and
other devices within our community. I welcome your
feedback about effective management of these
technologies in a manner that is consistent to our
culture of creating a respectful productive learning
environment for all community members.
A quick reminder that all students are expected to
source and engage in a meaningful 2 weeks of
Structured Workplace learning. The deadline to have
this placement organised is fast approaching. As many
of you are aware, most of our successful graduates
source their future employment through a good quality
placement. Students don’t always immediately
appreciate the behind the scenes work that goes into
creating an engaging and effective learning program for
them. In our experience, the first block of Structured
Workplace Learning (SWL) usually highlights their
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progress towards ‘picturing themselves’ as a tradie.
Students returning from placement, are usually much
more appreciative as they become aware of how much
they have grown in knowledge, skills and confidence as
their year has progressed.
As we head to the Term 1 break, I want to take this
opportunity to thank you for your continued support of
our community and wish students, families and our hard
working staff a safe and relaxing break.
Mandy Patmore
Principal

Students receive their achievement awards at
the March assembly,2019.
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First SRC Meeting Brings Student Leaders Together
Congratulations to the following SRC class representatives:

Tech Ten 1
Tech Ten 2
Tech Ten 3
Carpentry

Dylan Le-Nasser & Zander TeBrugge
James Kriaris & Joshua Farnsworth
Connor Grillo & Youssef Saleh
Anthony Melendez-Silva & Domagoj Bacic

Plumbing
Electrical
Engineering
Fast Track

Brett D’Monte & Liam Tempest
Luke Strmota & Luke Najdovski
Nandita Prasad & Joel Agius
Mickey Zeybek & Bradley Gatt

The first SRC meeting for the year was held on Tuesday 12 March. All representatives were in attendance and a
President and Vice President were elected. Congratulations to the our 2019 SRC leaders: SRC President:
Nandita Prasad & SRC Vice President: Zander TeBrugge. The role of the President and Vice President will be to
run the meetings and co-ordinate the group. They will liaise with staff on matters raised by the wider student cohort
and represent the College at assemblies and official functions etc. Thank you to all of the SRC reps who exchanged
many great ideas about how they could positively contribute to the Harvester Community. The group will now gather
feedback from their peers to determine the main areas of focus for the year.
Trudy Whiteside,
Campus Manager

Student Representative Council members are celebrated for their roles as school ambassadors at the March
assembly
Back row left to right: Joshua Farnsworth, Luke Strmota, Domagoj Bacic, Zander Te Brugge, Liam Tempest, Micky
Zeybek, Luke Najdovski Front row left to right: James Kriaris, Nandita Prasad, Youssef Saleh, Connor Grillo, Bradley
Gatt, Anthony Melendez-Silva, Dylan Le-Nasser, Joel Agius, Brett D’Monte
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Dialogue in the Dark Develops Empathy
Tech 10 students participated in a simulated
tour of Melbourne’s busy Victoria Markets &
public transport system at a Docklands tour
called ‘Dialogue in the Dark’. The project
developed student awareness of disability and
empathy around vision impaired Melbournians
and people in general. The excursion was part
of a Personal Development Skills unit of work
which aims to connect students to their broader
communities .Overall, well done to all the year
10 students that participated and a huge thank
you to Robert Coghill for organising the field
trip.

Tech 10 students visit Docklands to participate in a ‘Dialogue in the Dark’ tour.

Kami Gillick-Lewis Literacy Team Leader

Courtroom Drama Teaches Students About Texting Laws
This week the Tech Ten 1 students travelled into the
Old Melbourne Gaol to take part in a court room drama
based in the old Melbourne Supreme Court. The drama
was based on a Sexting incident and explored the
consequences of passing on images without
permission, especially as the plaintiff was a 14 year old
girl. The students were required to dress up in the
correct apparel and take on all of the roles including:
Judge (Patrick Pace), Clerk (Luka Brdjanin), Police
prosecution (Spencer Cockburn), Lawyer
(Dylan Le-Nasser) as well as the other roles of
professionals, witnesses, defendant, plaintiff and the
public gallery.The students all followed a script provided
and at times had to say their pieces in the witness box
or call out from the public gallery. The students all read
extremely well, considering they were immediately put
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on the spot.
After the trial there were many questions raised about
sentencing practices. The students gained an insight
into and perspective into both sides of the trial. I was
very impressed with the students’ behaviour and their
ability to perform to the script. After the trial the students
recoded their reflections and later in the day surveyed
people in the city on their understanding of the law and
justice.
Robert Coghill, Literacy/PDS Teacher
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Numeracy Students Explore Spatial Reasoning
In the first term at HTC in Numeracy we have had a
strong focus on problem solving and spatial reasoning in
Numeracy -(True story there is a high correlation between employee retention and high aptitude in spatial
reasoning)
These strains of Numeracy are incredibly important and
integral for the trade areas as trades people face all kinds
of problems on the job that they need to solve.
Our Tech 10 students just completed their paper planes
competition whereby they were required to follow
diagrammatic instructions and test them based on their
best aerodynamic ability.
Whilst students completed this in class, they were
learning in Pentominoes in their Integrated Numeracy
classes.

This activity proved challenging as students were asked
to work out as many configurations as possible using 12
Pentominoes pieces to fit in a rectangle with a dimension
of 12x5, 10x6, 4x15 or 3x20.
Our Fast-Track students completed their Senior Problem
solving unit where they are given a mixture of different
flat pack furniture pieces from several pieces of furniture,
without any given instructions and were asked to
assemble and provide written instructions of their
assembly. This was a great activity for our students to
think outside the box as the lack of instructions forced
them to get some of their creative juices flowing.
This project tied in heavily with problem solving and
spatial reasoning.
Tamara Zerafa,
Numeracy Team Leader

Numeracy students practice spatial reasoning skills

Monthly Maths Brain Teaser Challenge:
Last month’s solution: 19cm
If 168 is divided into three parts proportional to 7, 8, and 9, then the smallest number is..?

Student of the Month Award February
Student of the Month – Gabe Lawton Gabe consistently attempts to
complete every task to the best of his ability, always looking to improve and
seek feedback for that improvement. He has a great attitude and is always
respectful.
A fantastic start to the year Gabe! Well done and keep up the great work!
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Social Media Highlights
This month’s social media highlight was the Victoria
Police visit to HTC educating students on cyber safety.
Students had the opportunity to learn about safe
usage of Snapchat, Instagram and Facebook as
well as various inline posting sites.
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Another key focus of the school visit was public
transport safety as students explored different incidents
around fare evasion and general Myki incidents.
Overall, the visit from the police was extremely
informative and insightful for students and the
presenters were engaging and very approachable.
Thank you to Jacqueline Fellows for organising the
incursion and thank you to all students who attended.
Get online and checkout the highlights!

Engineering Students Gear Up for their Sheet Metal Project
Students are building their own tool boxes and they will
be personalizing it with CNC engraved aluminium
badges. As part of their first sheet metal project
students have had to familiarise themselves with
specific Engineering tools, processes and procedures in
order to produce their major projects such as the ‘Sheet
Metal Toolbox Project’.
Peter Michelini
Engineering Teacher

February Assembly Highlights
February Achievement Awards
Congratulations to our February award recipients:
Literacy Award – David Milic David can sometimes lack
confidence as a writer, but this year he has pushed
himself with his creative written task and produced a well
-written and heartfelt piece. Congratulations David.
Numeracy Award – Mitchell Camilleri Mitchell has
shown initiative in the classroom by utilising class time
well and demonstrating independence. He is a great
team player and shows excellent problem solving skills.
Well done Mitchell!
Trudy Whiteside,
Campus Manager
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Boxing Classes Inspire Student Leadership
The Fast Track students, together with the Senior students from Plumbing, have started their 8 week boxing course
at the City of Hume Boxing Gym. The program is aimed at highlighting to the students the discipline and dedication,
along with the mental and physical strength, required to become an athlete, no matter what the sport. The students
will focus on the dangers associated with the coward punch; learn about concussion and they will gain a greater
understanding in conflict resolution.
Anthony Raffoul, Sports Coordinator

Personal Development Skills is all about team work & personal development. Fast Track students engage in a boxing
program to build resilience

Carpentry Students Prepare for Kinglake Camping Expedition
Carpentry students have been preparing for their
upcoming camp to Kinglake/Toolangi and planning their
food menus and equipment lists to be ready for a night in
the bush. Senior students have been stocktaking the
equipment to ensure everything is in working order for
the camp and students have had a practice run in setting
up the tents in case they need set up in a hurry at

camp. Student also practiced their camp cooking skills
on the camp stoves cooking a noodle lunch last week.
Well done guys for getting organised and prepared for
an outdoor adventure you won’t forget.
Daniel Monigatti,
Curriculum Coordinator
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Harvester Students Head to the 2019 Grand Prix
Harvester Plumbing, Engineering
and Fast Track students spent the
day exploring all the highlights of the
2019 Grand Prix on Friday 15th
March. With Land Rover, Rolex and
Renault on display students had a
range of opportunities to explore the
cutting edge technology of the grand
prix. All students were given various
research tasks to conduct
throughout the day and all were
extremely well behaved. A huge
thank you to teacher Jacqueline
Fellows for organising and
coordinating the excursions.

Child Safety
Our community values of Growth, Relationships, Learning
and Wellbeing are underpinned by an understanding that
Child Safety is a paramount responsibility of the school community. Harvester Technical College has a number of guiding
policies regarding Child Safety on our web site located at
www.sunshine.vic.edu.au
Please take some time to make yourself aware of these and
contact the school should you have any concerns regarding
Child Safety.

2019 College Gold Sponsors

We’re on the web!
www.harvestercollege.vic.edu.au

